A 30-year old conundrum concerning the genetics of T-even bacteriophages has at last been solved, the answer turning out to involve free-standing homologs of intron-encoded homing endonucleases.
phenomenon in T-even phage was mediated by a similar process. One of the strongest regions of exclusion mapped was to gene 56 of T2 [4] . Intriguingly, this region is polymorphic between the two phages; T4 has an adjacent gene 69 that is absent from T2, which instead has two non-homologous genes, soc.2 and soc.1 ( Figure 1B ). Database searches with gene 69 of T4 revealed weak similarity to the seg genes of phage T4, as well as intron-encoded endonucleases of the GIY-YIG family. Five seg -for 'similarity to endonucleases encoded by group I introns' -genes have been described in the T4 genome as free-standing open reading frames [11] . Two of the proteins encoded by these genes, SegA and SegE, have been shown to have double-strand DNA endonuclease activity, but given that they were not intron-encoded, the biological relevance of these endonucleases was unclear [12, 13] .
That T4 gene 69 -renamed segF as the sixth member of the seg family -had similarity to known DNA endonucleases, and mapped to a position of strong exclusion, suggested that cleavage of T2 by SegF would initiate a localized gene conversion event similar to that of homing endonucleases of group I introns [5] . Repair of the double-strand break in the T2 genome using T4 DNA as a template would result in replacement of T2 markers by segF and flanking T4 This scenario is favored by Belle et al. [2] , who suggest that T4 evolved an über-DNA repair system, efficiently repairing double-strand breaks in its genome in response to non-specific cleavages generated by these endonucleases [2] . Once in place, the efficient repair system would allow T4 to tolerate the presence of multiple intergenic endonucleases. Conversely, free-standing endonucleases might be tolerated because, as DNA replication in T4 occurs in a recombination-dependent context [16] , non-specific double-strand breaks might actually be beneficial.
One cannot help but wonder if the presence of thirteen endonucleases is of some benefit to T4, as they (probably) all mediate a process similar to that catalysed by SegF, ensuring the spread of T4 alleles throughout the population. Questions such as this are problematic, because T-even phages appear to freely exchange large parts of their genomes -for instance, head and tail fibre genes [17, 18] -suggesting that our current view of T2 or T4 is just a snapshot of a dynamically evolving genome. In this sense, T4 does not benefit from excluding T2 markers in progeny of mixed infections, because both phages are collections of genes that are shared between phages within a larger gene pool.
The fact that T4 does exist within a larger phage gene pool makes the current distribution of SegF and its relatives even more remarkable: why has SegF not been more successful in colonizing other T-even phage genomes, when it has evolved specific mechanisms to do so? Regardless of how one thinks of this problem, the beauty of using T4 as an experimental system is exactly that -the ease by which hypotheses can be addressed by rigorous experimentation. SegF and its free-standing relatives provide an excellent system for studying the diverse strategies that selfish genetic elements adopt to ensure their spread.
